
What is your show? What is 

broadcast's 

date?

Provide a brief narrative description of the issue(s) 

discussed

How did you determine this to be important to the community?

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

7/5/2022 A legal battle with Disney helped  to make John Morgan 

who he is today. Texas Republican platform says the 

being gay is an abnormal lifestyle choice. What makes 

Judy Garland a gay icon?

This ties in local news with the show as John Morgan is an area leading 

top attorney. It is good to know what is happening in other sttaes in 

regards to the LGBTQ+ community. Judy Garland and others are icons 

in the community so we look at what makes an icon. 

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

7/12/2022 An RV Park manager is sued over demanding a tenant 

present male. What should a queer children's book do is 

a question we discuss this week. A North Carolina 

county demands museum to yank a photo of two men 

kissing. 

Transgender rights is important  to us so we talk about this topic of 

recent news. A queer children's book should be like any other children's 

book but it furthers a discussion we feel the listeners would like. A 

county demanding the removal of a picture of two men kissing should 

be handled in a way that two straight people kissing should be.

Creative Control Radio 

Show

7/12/2022 Today, we welcomed onto the show two local artists! 

Mitch$$$ and Wahid were wonderful guest hosts as we 

discussed their starts in the music industry including 

past/present struggles.

I like to think all of our radio episodes are important to the community. 

However, this shows significance was probably best captured through 

the absolute knowledge/experience gems that our guest hots dropped 

throughout the show. We talked life lessons centering around time 

management and "just doing it" in general. Great show with great 

individuals.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

7/19/2022 The Sims 4 update includes choice of sexual orientation. 

Charles Barkley sends a supportive message to gays 

and trans individuals. The CDC expects the Monkeypox 

outbreak to grow.

Previously the Sims had an update that lets users set their pronouns. 

This update is a big step towards inclusiveness. For a NBA star to 

speak out for gay and trans people is a big step since there are not 

many LGBTQ= people in the NBA that are out. Monkeypox is affecting 

the LGBTQ+ community so information about it is helpful to listeners. 
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Creative Control Radio 7/26/2022 Today, we welcomed onto the Show DJ 

DennisDaMenace. He has been a long time friend of 

mine and offered some great insights to the local hip 

hop/music scene. Dennis also opened up about his 

upbringing and lessons he's learned on his way to 

success?

Every show we do here is important to the community as we all are 

community advocates and dwellers! We also addressed and shouted 

out numerous Rollins student/faculty members. Overall, this was a 

great show and I believe DJ Dennis's knowledge and expertise likely 

helped someone listening.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

8/2/2022 Monkeypox is among us. We talk about avoiding it and 

dispelling rumors. Senator Tammy Baldwin confronts 

Marco Rubio regarding his comments on a same sex 

marriage bill. James kirchick authors a book of queer 

history in Washington DC.

Orange County has the highest rate of infections in Central Florida so 

information is helpful to listeners. We also want to dispel rumors that it 

is a gay disease. Marco Rubio commented that a bill on same sex 

marriage is stupid and a waste of time. It is interesting to learn of gay 

topics with what goes on in Washington DC. 

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

8/9/2022 Orange County school teachers are able to display 

pictures of their LGBTQ+ spouse. Two prominent men 

who died on the Titanic may have been gay. A new study 

suggests that being HIV positive has an impact on aging.

Ourlocal schools originally said no pictures of partners were allowed 

under the Don't Say Gay bill but now they have allowed pictures of 

partners as it is not a school instruction. It is interesting to hear about 

gay history and many may not know about the two men on the Titanic. 

Both of us have HIV and are open about it so this may reach listeners 

who are or know someone HIV positive.

Creative Control 8/9/2022 Today was Meka and I's first show back! We did an in-

house show (only us two), and we kept it pretty light. 

Only talked about our record label and our experiences 

within the music industry.

I believe every show we do here at WPRK is important as we open up 

about our industry specific knowledge while engaging those who 

interact with our show. This week we talked about the power of 

collaboration and the impact it can have on an artist's creativity. Overall, 

very good show--we will be back next week!

International Mix 8/15/2022 Today's show was quite smooth for my first time! I had a 

transfer sophomore on, her name is Natalie Cowen we 

engaged in dialogue about being a new student in the 

Rollins community, the difference on life in her state, as 

opposed to Orlando.

Gives insight to what Rollins is like, which is great for perspective 

students! Nice introductory conversation for the show!



Creative Control Radio 

Show

8/16/2022 This was a very fun, high energy show guest hosted by 

our good friend Cody! Cody is a local photographer who 

shared with us a lot of his industry specific knowledge. 

He is truly a nice guy who articulates well and if nothing 

else--he inspired me!

Every show we do is important to the community. However, this show 

was particularly effective because Cody's willingness to discuss his 

personal life struggles and professional difficulties. He's the GOAT. 

Overall, this show was awesome.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

8/23/2022 This week we talk about the side effects from the 

Monkeypox vaccine. A woman calls her local LGBTQ 

center to complain about her gay neighbor. A Michigan 

Attorney General joins a coalition against Florida's Don' 

Say Gay bill.  

Monkeypox is affecting the LGTBQ community in large proportions so 

we thought we would talk about the vaccine and side effects for the 

listeners. To insert some lightheartedness in to the show we talk about 

the woman who considered a local LGBTQ center a type of Animal 

Control against her gay neighbor. We have been talking about the Don't 

Say Gay bill so it is nice to see other states standing up against it. 

Creative Control 8/23/2022 Tonight, we had Brandon Reiter on the show, a local 

business owner and the Director of Operations (my 

boss) at the company I work for. We talked about the 

founding of Brandon's company and how he got his start 

in nightlife. It was a very funny, Interesting and dynamic 

episode.

Every episode we do is important to the Rollins Community. We had 

Rollins Basketball star, Hutton Yenor and he gave his take on sports. 

We also talked a bit about political issues that could possibly benefit the 

local area.

Interview with President 

Cornwell

8/29/2022 Rollins President Grant Cornwell shared thoughts on 

Rollins's new strategic plan to improve diversity, equity, 

and inclusion at Rollins.

Listeners learned about the continued role of Rollins as the community 

and country navigates important issues.

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

8/30/2022 People can soon get in legal trouble soon for sending 

unsolicited pictures to others in applications. Billy 

Eichner called out the Supreme Court during his Video 

Music Awards introduction. A musical of gay icon 

Tammy Faye is set to tell the story of her life.

It is important for listeners to know that they could face legal trouble 

soon if this takes affect. Billy Eichner speaking out against the Supreme 

Court and the VMA's are topics of pop culture. Tammy Faye is a gay 

icon that younger listeners may not know about so we let them know.  



Creative Control Radio 8/30/2022 Today's episode was extremely interesting as we 

welcomed a local superstar "Anonymass"(Marlon) to the 

show! He opened about specific music related 

topics/experiences. Our featured guest has traveled all 

over the world and produced for alot of major artists that 

are very popular right now.

Every episode we've do is important to the community. Meka and I (the 

hosts of the show) are Rollins graduates who bring back prominent 

members of the community to share knowledge and spread the 

intellectual wealth. Overall, this episode was fun and educational!

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

9/6/2022 A Florida school board is to vote if seniors can learn 

about LGBTQ rights under the age appropriate section 

of the Don't Say Gay bill. Marvel just revealed how its 

first gay Spiderman got his powers. Rupaul receives her 

seventh consecutive Emmy for her Drag Race show.

This is the first we have heard about an incident where the age 

appropriateness language in the Don't Say Gay Bill. It is a lighthearted 

subject  to  talk about the gay Spiderman getting his powers. Rupaul's 

Drag Race has received other Emmys but receiving its seventh is a bit 

of pop culture.

Creative Control 9/6/2022 Today, we welcomed Hector Soundz onto the show--a 

billboard #1 Producer! He talked about his experiences 

traveling the country and collaborating with some of the 

most renown artists in the world. Amazing experience 

and knowledge dropped. 

All of our radio shows are important to the community. The information 

that Hector disclosed on the radio was targeted toward the "next" 

generation. Overall, this was a fun and intuitive episode!

Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

9/13/2022 The game show Family Feud asks what is better at a 

gay bar. Seminole County students are now required to 

get parent's permission for first aid services. Supporters 

in angel wings shields protestors at an event involving 

BYU students. 

As a lighthearted subject we talk about the answers to Family Feud's 

questions. It is something fun for listeners. Fallout from the Don't Say 

Gay bill includes providing medical services. This is important for 

listeners to know in case they have a child in school. Angel wings have 

been used in tragedies like Pulse to shield protestors from different 

LGBTQ events and ceremonies.

Creative Control Radio 9/13/2022 Today's episode was what we like to call "in-house". We 

had our friend, Paul, on the show-a local artist, 

instrumentalist and musical genius. We discussed Paul's 

journey while exploring his artistic creativity. 

Every show we do is important to the community. We also mentioned 

the talented Rollins students we have been working with for production. 

Overall, it was a great show with lots of advice been passed on to 

aspiring students.



Outloud Orlando the 

Homo Happy Hour

9/20/2022 RuPaul makes it onto the front of Cheez-it boxes. AEW 

wrestler Anthony Bowens wants to make LGBTQ history. 

We talk about a positive review of Bro's.

RuPaul on Cheez-it boxes is pop culture. It is rare to see an openly out 

wrestler in the federations. Bro's is the first major movie that is a gay 

romantic comedy.

Rollins Around Town 9/21/2022 Speaking to the Mayor and other community members 

about the happenings in Winter Park.

Informative to the listeners.

International Mix 9/22/2022 Natural Disasters, it's causes and its effects on our 

respective countries and states 

Survey and Social Media

The Curtis Earth Show 10/4/2022 Guest include the Rollins Trivia Team.  The women of 

this team is comprised of freshman, sophomores and 

seniors. They will discuss their strategies when playing 

against the other Rollins teams and we will also talk 

about student life.

College life

Creative Control Radio 10/4/2022 Today, we welcomed on the Show Chayo Nash--a very 

successful Florida Artist who has one a few awards for 

producing and singing. Chayo shared his interesting 

background and un-traditional upbringing. His 

story/knowledge is both inspirational and informational--

great guy with great energy!

Every show we do is important to the community. We actually have a 

Rollins student apart of our "Creative Control" team as an intern so in a 

way we are giving back to Rollins (while being absolutely thankful for 

Rollins and its students). Overall, this was a fantastic show with 

opportunity to grow.



International Mix 10/6/2022 We tackled the aftermath of Hurricane Ian - shared 

personal experiences. 

It's a paramount issue facing the USA right now.


